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SUMMARIES 
In his dissertation Gauss mentions that in some 
other work he refused to simplify the proofs by using 
fictitious quantities. This has often been taken as 
a reference to the use of ideals for the composition 
of quadratic forms. In fact, however, it refers to 
the factorization of polynomials modulo a prime number. 
Gauss in dissertatione suo se quantitates fictas 
etiam in alia disquisitione repudiasse dixit. Non 
(ut pleriqu e credunt) hic de compositione formarum 
agitur, sed de resolutione functionum mod p in factores. 
In seiner Dissertation erwahnt Gauss, dass er 
auch in einer anderen Untersuchung den Gebrauch 
imaginaren Grossen vermieden habe. Damit meinte er 
abet nicht, wie des ofteren bahauptet wurde, ideale 
Faktoren in quadratischen Zahlkorpern, sondern 
Gleichungswurzeln modulo p. 
Gauss' dissertation on the fundamental theorem of algebra 
begins by discussing the weaknesses in earlier attempted proofs. 
Some, while setting out to prove the existence of complex roots, 
assumed that there existed "roots" of some unspecified nature. 
Gauss comments: 
Sed quomodo huiusmodi quantitates, de quibus ne ideam 
quidem fingere potes--vera umbrae umbra--summari aut 
multiplicari possint, hoc ea perspicuitate, quae in 
mathesi semper postulatur, certo non intelligitur. 
[Gauss 1876, III, 14] 
You cannot even form an idea of quantities of this 
kind--truly shadows of a shadow--and how they can be 
added or multiplied is certainly not understood with 
that clarity which is always required in mathematics. 
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Here Gauss adds a footnote referr ing to some other work: 
Tota haec res multum il lustrabitur per aliam disquisi- 
tionem sub prelo iam sudantem, ubi in argumento longe 
quidem diverso, nihilominus tamen analogo, l icentiam 
similem prorsus eodem iure usurpare potuissem, ut hic 
in aequationibus ab omnibus analystis factum est. Quam- 
quam veto plurium veritatum demonstrationes adiumento 
talium fictionum paucis verbis absolvere licuisset, 
quae absque his perquam difficiles evadunt et sub- 
tilissima artificia requirunt, tamen illis omnino 
abstinere malui, speroque, paucis me satisfacturum 
fuisse, si anaiystarum methodum imitatus essem. 
This whole matter will be much il luminated by another 
investigation already working its way through the 
press, where in a far different but still analogous 
argument I could with equal right have taken the same 
sort of liberty that all analysts take here with equa- 
tions. With the help of such fictions, the proofs of 
many truths could have been polished off in a few words, 
while without them the proofs turn out extremely hard 
and require very subtle devices; and yet I preferred 
to abstain from them altogether, and I expect that few 
people would have been satisfied if I had imitated the 
method of the analysts. 
The only other work Gauss had in press at that time (1799) 
was of course the Disquisitiones Arithmeticae. His reference 
to it here has drawn attention because it might support the claim 
that Gauss at that time already had some concept of ideals, al- 
though he did not mention them in the Disquisitiones. Indeed, 
such an interpretat ion of the note goes back to Kummer, who 
asserted it expl ic i t ly in a letter to Kronecker (14 June 1846): 
He [Dirichlet] also told me and showed me, from oral 
and written expressions of Gauss, that when Gauss was 
finishing the section on composition of forms in the 
Disqu. arith., he already had something like ideal 
factors for his private use, but that he never put 
them on a firm foundation. For in a note to his ar- 
ticle on the splitting of polynomials into linear 
factors he says something like this: "If I had been 
will ing to deal with the imaginary in the same way as 
earlier mathematicians, another one of my investiga- 
tions that is very difficult could have been done in 
a very simple way." Dirichlet later learned from 
talking with Gauss that this referred to the composi- 
tion of forms. [Kummer 1975, I, 98] 
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This interpretation has been accepted for instance in [Weil 
1975, 5] and [Edwards 1977, 335]. Still more recently, O. Neumann 
has quoted Gauss' note and Kummer's letter to support the claim 
that Gauss originally used lattices (modules) in quadratic fields 
to work out the composition of quadratic forms [Neumann 1980]. 
But Neumann also says that "a precise explanation of what Gauss 
had in mind is very much to be desired." And indeed, if we remem- 
ber the sentence to which Gauss attached his note, we must find it 
hard to believe that he was thinking of ideal factors of numbers. 
Ideals are a reasonable extension of ordinary numbers under multi- 
plication, but they do not have the same additive properties, and 
very few arguments involving them would be analogous to those 
involving roots of complex polynomials. 
What else besides composition of forms could Gauss have had 
in mind? It is undoubtedly hard to find anything else in the 
Disqu is i t iones  that could be simplified by the use of something 
"imaginary." But we must not forget that the outline of the 
Disqu is i t iones  was changed while the book was in press, and in 
1799 Gauss was still expecting to include eight sections rather 
than seven. Much of the earlier version survives [Merzbach 1981], 
including the eighth section, which was found among Gauss' papers 
after his death and printed in the Werke.  It deals in good part 
with the factorization of integer polynomials modulo a prime p, 
and this is very definitely a topic where the use of some kind 
of roots would shorten the arguments. Consider for instance the 
following result: 
THEOREM. Let 
P ~ x m - Ax  m' l  + Bx m-2 _ Cx m-3 + ... 
be  an i r reduc ib le  funct ion .  The sum o f  the quant i t ies  
x, xP,  ..., xP  m-1 , i f  d iv ided  by  P, wi l l  g ive  a remainder  
A; the sum o f  the i r  p roducts  taken two at a t ime,  ~ B; 
the sum o f  the products  taken three at a t ime,  ~ C; etc.  
[Gauss 1876, II, 228] 
Nowadays, of course, we have established legitimate methods for 
introducing a root r of the irreducible polynomial P over Z/pZ. 
The other roots then are rP,  ..., rP  m- l ,  and this theorem is 
just the usual rule expressing the coefficients of a polynomial 
in terms of its roots. But Gauss, having no way to justify the 
use of such roots, gave a more complicated argument dealing 
purely with polynomials. 
All doubt is removed by an introductory remark that shows 
Gauss fully aware of the situation. After demonstrating how 
roots of the congruence ~(x) H 0 (mod p) correspond to linear 
factors of ~ modulo p, he continues: 
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Sed simul hinc perspicitur, quomodo congruentiarum 
solutio partem tantummodo constituat multo altioris 
disquisitionis, scilicet de resolutione functionum 
in factores. Manifestum est, congruentiam ~ ~ 0 
nullas habere radices reales, si ~ nullos factores 
unius dimensionis habeat; at hinc nihil obstat, 
quominus ~ in factores duarum, trium pluriumve 
dimensionum resolvi possit, unde radices quasi im- 
aginariae illi attribui possint. Revera, si simili 
licentia, quam recentiores mathematici usurparunt, 
uti talesque quantitates imaginarias introducere 
voluissemus, omnes nostras disquisitiones sequentes 
incomparabiliter contrahere licuisset; sed nihilominus 
maluimus omnia ex principiis deducere. [i] [Gauss 1876, 
II, 217-218] 
But at the same time one sees from this how the solu- 
tion of congruences forms only a part of a much deeper 
investigation: the decomposition of functions into 
factors. It is clear that the congruence ~ ~ 0 has no 
real roots if ~ has no factors of the first degree; 
but nothing in this prevents ~ from being decomposable 
into factors of the second, third, or higher degrees, 
from which (so to speak) it could be assigned "imagin- 
ary" roots. In truth, if we had wanted to take the 
same sort of l iberty as more recent mathematicians 
and introduce such imaginary quantities, all our fol- 
lowing investigations might have been incomparably 
shortened; but nonetheless we have preferred to deduce 
everything from first principles. 
Obviously this must be the section to which Gauss was referring 
in the dissertation. Not only is the subject closely analogous, 
but even the wording is nearly the same: note in particular the 
striking phrase similem licentiam usurpare, "to take the same 
sort of liberty." 
I suppose there is no way to tell how the misunderstanding 
began. Perhaps in their conversation Dirichlet did not make it 
clear to Gauss what passage he was asking about. Possibly Gauss 
just did not recall offhand what he had had in mind when writing 
a footnote several decades earlier. In any case, it is evident 
now that when the footnote was written, it referred not to the 
composition of forms but to the factorization of polynomials 
modulo p. 
NOTES 
During this work, the author was a Visiting Scholar at 
Harvard University. The work was supported in part by the Nation- 
al Science Foundation, Grant MCS 8102967. 
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i. As a curiosity, I may mention that the first printing 
of Volume II of the Werke reads ex primis principiis here instead 
of ex principiis. I presume that this was an error of the editors 
in the first printing, as ex principiis is the natural Latin idiom. 
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